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1. Data analysis

Power spectrum estimation

Large-scale anomaly of CMB

2. Parameter estimation

(w-fluid, scalar field, Chaplygin gas, f(R) gravity, scalar field)

- Observational constraints

- Models of dark energy

3. Appendices

- Essentials of data analysis pipeline

- Introduction to CAMB+COSMOMC
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Data Analysis Pipelines

Observation

Time-Ordered 

or Raw Data
Data Processing

Compressed Data 

(Maps or Catalogs)

105~106 numbers

Cosmological

Parameters 

(h, Ωb, Ωm,

ΩΛ, b, n, … )

~1000 numbers

Power 

Spectra

~10 numbers

PEML

FT



The CMB angular power spectrum

We can expand the temperature distribution T(n) on the whole sky in terms of 

spherical harmonics as

From the orthogonality condition of the spherical harmonics, the coefficients alm

can be obtained from 

If the temperature anisotropy is statistically isotropic, then the variance of the 

harmonic coefficients alm is independent of m and the angular power spectrum Cl

is given as the ensemble average of two-point product of the harmonic coefficients,

For the single realization of temperature fluctuations on the sky, the ensemble 

average is replaced with the simple average of independent modes belonging to 

the same multipole l and the angular power spectrum becomes

with uncertainty due to the 

cosmic variance



In the practical situation, however, we usually exclude some portion of the sky area 

where the contamination due to the Galactic emission and the strong radio point 

sources is expected to affect the statistics of the CMB anisotropy significantly. 

The CMB angular power spectrum

Number of observations (94 GHz; w4)  ⋆  KQ85 mask map (78.27%)

Noise level:

Window function

6000

0or1)( pM

[+Inhomogeneous noise levels on the sky]



In the practical situation, however, we usually exclude some portion of the sky area 

where the contamination due to the Galactic emission and the strong radio point 

sources is expected to affect the statistics of the CMB anisotropy significantly. 

The CMB angular power spectrum

We should consider the limited angular resolution, the instrument noise, and the 

finite pixels of the processed map.

The incomplete sky coverage with an arbitrary geometry and the limited 

instrumental performance break the orthogonality relation between the spherical 

harmonic functions. 

Thus, measuring angular power spectrum from the realistic observational data is 

more complicated.
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Power spectrum estimation methods

(1) Maximum likelihood method 

(2) Pseudo power spectrum estimation method

- The power at large angular scale can be biased due to survey window 
function. 

- Unbiased estimation of large-scale power. 

- Power spectrum based on probability theory.

- Direct measurement of Fourier modes.

- Slow. Large computation resource is needed for big sized data.

- Fast. Applicable to the big sized data with small computation resource.
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Power Spectrum Estimation with the Maximum 
Likelihood Method
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Likelihood Function : Probability of Data, Given a Cosmological Model
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Maximizing

(Bayesian Theorem)
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Maximum Likelihood Quadratic Estimator
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• Angular correlation function vs angular power spectrum
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※ Bl, Fl are beam and pixel 
transfer functions, respectively.

Angular correlation function:

Temperature fluctuations:



Pseudo power spectrum estimation method
Hivon E., et al. ApJ, 567, 2 (2002)

  )()()(~ * nYnTnWda lmlm


directly applies Fourier or harmonic transformation to the observed map.
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Pseudo PS True PS

Beam transfer function

Pixel transfer function

Instrument 

noise PS

The mode-mode coupling matrix that incorporates 

all the effect due to the incomplete sky coverage

Wl is the power spectrum of the window 

function W(n) for incomplete sky coverage

Wigner 3-j symbol



Pseudo power spectrum estimation method
Hivon E., et al. ApJ, 567, 2 (2002)

  )()()(~ * nYnTnWda lmlm
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To reduce the statistical variance of the measured angular power spectrum due to 

the cosmic variance and the instrument noise, we usually average powers within 

the appropriate l bins.

(Binning operator)

a kernel matrix that describes the mode-mode 

couplings, due to the survey geometry, the finite 

resolution and pixel size, and the binning process

(unbinning operator)

(Binned PS)

directly applies Fourier or harmonic transformation to the observed map.



Application to the WMAP 7-year data

We used V1-2 and W1-4 band data. We measured 6C2=15 pseudo cross-power 

spectra for different channel combinations (V1V2, V1W1, W1W3 and so on) to 

effectively reduce the instrument noise contribution. 

The final combined angular power spectrum:

The error covariance matrix between channel combinations

(i and j denote the cross combination of the WMAP frequency channels)

(estimated from 1000 WMAP mock data sets)

Weighting schemes

Uniform weighting scheme:

Inverse-noise weighting scheme:

The window function assigns a weight to the temperature 

fluctuation on each pixel before the harmonic transformation 

is performed.
  )()()(~ * nYnTnWda lmlm



Combined angular power spectrum



Ko, Park, & Hwang, 2013, JKAS, 46, 75



Power spectra of various local areas on the sky

Here we present the angular power spectra measured on various local regions on the

sky defined based on the simple criteria such as the Galactic latitude or the number-

of-observations cuts.

The black area corresponds to M(p) = 1 while the grey area to M(p) = 0.

To define a partial sky region, we basically use the KQ85 mask map and the number

of observations at the W4 frequency.

By putting a limit on the Galactic latitude or the number of observations, we have

obtained several local regions with different characters.



Power spectra of various local areas on the sky

1. North hat and south hat

Uniform weighting

)850801;40(  b

1σ

3σ

NH

b

SH

b CC 

)40( b

Ko, Park, & Hwang, 2013, 
JKAS, 46, 75



Power spectra of various local areas on the sky

1. North hat and south hat

Inverse-noise weighting

1σ

3σ

)850801;40(  bNH

b

SH

b CC 

)40( b

Ko, Park, & Hwang, 2013, 
JKAS, 46, 75



Power spectra of various local areas on the sky

3. High-instrument-noise area (hats with Nobs < 2500) 



Power spectra of various local areas on the sky

4. Low-instrument-noise area (hats with Nobs > 2035) 



Ko, Park, & Hwang



Large-scale anomalies in the CMB temperature fluctuations

1. Hemispherical asymmetry in angular power spectrum

Eriksen et al. 2004, ApJ, 605, 14 

North hemisphere

South hemisphere

with north pole at (θ,φ)=(80°,57°)

The ratio of north-south power amplitudes, as measured along the axis of 

maximum asymmetry (~ecliptic axis), is high at the 95%-99% level.
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2. Hemispherical asymmetry in genus amplitude

If the fluctuation is Gaussian,


C

dsg 
2

1
)(

= # of Hot Spots – # of Cold Spots  

(at a given threshold level ν)

Genus:

2/2

)(   eAg

AN–AS=255=2.8σ

0.35°

C.-G. Park, MNRAS, 349, 313 (2004) 

(1-yr)

νA=-2 (blue), νA=+2 (red)



WMAP 7-year CMB map (94 GHz, FWHM=0.21 deg)

- Hemispherical asymmetry is also seen in the WMAP 7-year data at 
various smoothing scales, FWHM=0.23~0.35 deg.



3. Anomalies in the large-scale mode statistics 

- Low quadrupole power

- Alignment of quadrupole and octopole

2l 3l 4l 5l 6l

Park, C.-G., Park, C., Gott, J.R., ApJ, 660, 959 (2007)

(symmetric) (planar)(aligned)

(238.5, 76.6), (239.0,64.3), 12.3, 3.2%PLANCK (SMICA)



Parameter estimation methods
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MCMC method based on Metropolis algorithm

Metropolis, et al. 1953, ―Equations of State Calculations by Fast Computing 

Machines‖, J. Chem. Phys. 21, 1087-1092 (1953).

(1) Starts from the initial parameter θi .

(2) Calculates probability p(θi) .

(3) Proposes a new parameter θtrial by 

random walk from the position θi based 

on a jump distribution (usually 

Gaussian).  

(4) Calculates probability p(θtrial) .

(5) Makes decision whether or not to 

accept the new parameter with a 

probability p(θtrial)/p(θi). If accepted, 

θi+1= θtrial . Otherwise, θi+1= θi .

(6) Repeats (3)—(5) .
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Dark Energy

Astronomical observations (such as SNIa, CMB, LSS) strongly indicate 

that the Universe is currently under acceleration.

Many dark energy models

The agent causing the acceleration is usually

referred to as the dark energy (DE), whose

nature is the fundamental mystery of the

current theoretical cosmology and physics.

(1) The cosmological constant Λ

(2) Modified matter models:

w-fluid, quintessence, k-essence, coupled dark energy, and unified 

models of dark energy and dark matter

(3) Modified gravity models:

f(R) gravity, Gauss-Bonnet dark energy models, scalar-tensor 

theories, and Dvali-Gabadadze-Porrati model

http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov
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Perlmutter et al. 1999, ApJ, 517, 565

Discovery of accelerating expansion of the universe

Type Ia supernova (SNIa) brightness dimming due to late-time acceleration

Hubble diagram (m-z relation) ΩM-ΩΛ likelihood distribution

dimmer
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w=-1 (cosmological constant Λ)

CPL w0=-0.8, wa=+0.3

Energy density:

Linear evolution model: w(a) = w0 + wa(1-a) (Chevallier-Polarski-Linder parametrization) 

Constant w model: w(a) = w0
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Quintessence (minimally coupled scalar field)

Equation of motion:
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Time-varying equation of state parameter: 

The minimally coupled scalar field is one of the most popular dynamical dark energy 

models.

oscillation

'



double exponential potential



Basic equations for scalar-type perturbations
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Energy-momentum conservation equations [ i=R(γ+ν), M(b+c), X ]
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Background evolution
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Einstein equations in gauge-ready form (Bardeen 1988, Hwang 1991)
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For energy density, pressure, velocity, 

we use collective quantities including 

radiation (R), matter (M), dark energy 

(X). For example,
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Gauge choice

We choose a gauge to fix the temporal gauge (hypersurface) condition.
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Quintessence (minimally coupled scalar field)

Equation of motion of the scalar field

  )32()(3 ,2
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Scalar field
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Perturbed quantities:

Energy density and pressure:
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xttxt
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velocity: anisotropic stress:
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Importance of dark energy perturbation
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Roles of dark energy perturbations in dynamical dark energy models

SDSS DR7 LRG

WMAP 5-year TT

C.-G. Park, J. Hwang, J. Lee, H. Noh, Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 151303 (2009)

DEP-ON: All calculations are made in three different gauge conditions (CCG, UEG, and UCG).

DEP-OFF: Cases when ignoring DE perturbation in the CCG, UEG, and UCG.

Observationally distinguishable substantial differences appear by ignoring DEP. By ignoring it 

the perturbed system of equations becomes inconsistent and deviations in (gauge-invariant) 

power spectra depend on the gauge choice. 

The results in the three gauges coincide exactly (red curves).

What happens if dark energy perturbation (DEP) is ignored?

 21
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(scaling initial conditions 

for λ1=9.43; λ2=1.0) 

Quintessence with 



C.-G. Park, et al. Phys. Rev. D 81, 063532 (2010) 

Pressure (px) ∝ power-law of density (μx).

Equation of state:

Observational constraints on a unified dark matter and dark energy model 
based on generalized Chaplygin gas

SDSS LRG PS

ΛCDM mock PS

※ wX ~ 0 at early epoch (dark matter), 

Generalized Chaplygin gas model:

SDSS DR7 LRG PS

ΛCDM Mock PS

Data points:

ΛCDM limit

Compared with the current observations, 

Baryon matter density 
power spectrum

Constraints of Chaplygin gas parameters

wX ~ −1 at recent epoch (dark energy) 

An example of modified matter model

X

X
X

p
w




[time]
only the Chaplygin gas parameter space extremely close 
to the ΛCDM model is allowed.



Park, C.-G., Hwang, J., Noh, H., JCAP 09, 038 (2011)

Constraints on a f(R) gravity dark energy model with early scaling evolution 

ΛCDM-motivated 
mock growth factor 
at small-scale k=0.1 
h/Mpc

Data used:
SNIa (Union2)

SDSS DR7 LRG PS 
(k<0.1h/Mpc)

Double power-law f(R) gravity model:

)01,0(  n
nqRRRf   1)(

)CDM0,0(  n

An example of modified gravity model

ΛCDM limit

[time]

[d
e
n
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ty
]

※ Einstein gravity: f(R)=R-2Λ

f(R) gravity parameters, ε and n, are very sensitive to the growth factor at small scales, and are 

already tightly constrained by the current measurement of galaxy power spectrum.
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CAMB+CosmoMC Modification to Include Dark Energy

• Very efficient tools for model prediction (camb) and parameter estimation 

(cosmomc, getdist).

• Structured modules  easy to modify

• Popularly used by cosmologists  easy to consult

Visit cosmocoffee.info to see questions and answers.

• Frequently and timely updated keeping pace with the recent supernova (SN), 

cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB) and large-scale structure (LSS) 

observations

CosmoMC?



Early Episodically Dominating Dark Energy (EDE) Model

We consider an early episodically (or ephemerally) dominating dark energy

(EDE) which transiently dominates in the radiation- or early matter-

dominated era, becomes sub-dominant, and then re-dominates at recent

epoch as dark energy.

To mimic the episodic behavior of the dark energy, we consider a minimally 

coupled scalar field with the potential

Albrecht-Skordis

potential

Late-time acceleration; 

β=0 in this talk

(1) Allows near scaling evolution.

(2) Drives the accelerated expansion.

Both the permanent and the ephemeral accelerations are possible 

depending on A and λ.
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Background Evolution of EDE Models

If Aλ2<1, the scalar field gets trapped in the local minimum at  

A=0.01

 permanent DE domination

41



Initial conditions for scalar field variables

Using the simple empirical method, we have imposed initial conditions

for the scaling evolution of dark energy.

Scaling DE evolution with the dominant fluid:

Energy density of the dominant fluid

with equation-of-state w

(w=1/3; RDE)

(1) Choose a trial initial condition фi (at ai=10-10)

(2) Find an initial condition for ф‘=dф/dlna from

(3) Find a value of фi (via iterations) that makes the second derivative of ф vanish.

(3) Adopt scalar field perturbation variables δф, δф‘ for pure exp. potential.

(Hwang & Noh 2001, PRD)
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Exploring parameter constraints in the early episodically

dominating dark energy models

(3) Model I (ф0, A)=(-4, 0.015)

Model II (ф0, A)=(-3, 0.02)

Model III (ф0, A)=(-2, 0.04)

(2) SDE (ф0, A)=(-3, 100)   : Scaling dark energy model

(1) ΛCDM

Modified CAMB+COSMOMC

Data sets

Models

: DE domination at radiation era

near radiation-matter equality

at early matter era

Evolution of the scalar field perturbations are considered.

Automatic search for initial conditions of ф, ф‘, δф, δф‘ . 

WMAP 7-year CMB power spectra (T, TE, EE, BB) (Larson et al. 2011)

SDSS DR7 Luminous Red Galaxies power spectrum (Reid et al. 2010) 

Hubble constant (from HST): H0=74.2±3.6 km/s/Mpc (Riess et al. 2009)

:         〃

:         〃

(Lewis and Bridle 2002, PRD) 
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Basic free parameters of flat фCDM model :

Quintessence parameters :

,i i
 ,i

i


Potential parameters:

(background) (perturbation)

Ωbh
2 : physical baryon density

Ωch
2 : physical dark matter density

H0 : Hubble constant [km/s/Mpc]

τ : reionization optical depth

ns : spectral index of scalar-type perturbation

log A : ln[1010 As] where As is the primordial super-horizon power

r : ratio of tensor- to scalar-type perturbations

in the curvature perturbation on 0.02/Mpc scale

V0=1, λ=10, A, ф0 (fixed)

Field parameters:

β=0, V2=Λ (like cosmological constant)
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All Combined (ΛCDM, SDE, Model I, II, III)
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SDE

9% 27% 6.3% 4.4%

-5.8%

-9.1%

(deviation relative to ΛCDM)

M II

M III 6.1%

Model I (ф0, A)=(-4, 0.015)

Model II (ф0, A)=(-3, 0.02)

Model III (ф0, A)=(-2, 0.04)

=3752.0

=3748.8

=3752.7

SDE (ф0, A)=(-3, 100)

ΛCDM =3750.1

=3750.4

Chi-square at the best-fit position:

Summary of estimated parameters:

ΛCDM

M I
M II
M III
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South 

Pole Tel. 

sensitivity

Evolution of background quantities, matter & CMB power spectra 

for best-fit EDE models

M I
M II

M III

(SDE)

ФCDM

/ ΛCDM

SDSS 

DR7 LRG

WMAP7
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Thank you for listening!
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1. Map-making

<부록1> Essentials of data analysis pipeline



The optimal estimator for x can be obtained from the maximum likelihood 
function. According to the Bayes‘ theorem, the likelihood function is given by

where d and m denote the data and the theory (or model), respectively. The 
likelihood function L is defined as the probability of getting the data, given the 
theory. All of the information in the experiment (for Gaussian theories) is captured 
in the likelihood function. In this case, the likelihood function is expressed by



In more general case, the map-making process can be simply represented by



The reconstruction error becomes independent of x.

If



2. Power Spectrum Estimation





3. Parameter Estimation

The simplest way to estimate the cosmological parameter is to approximate
the likelihood as



4. Maximum Likelihood Quadratic Estimator

Here we derive the maximum likelihood quadratic estimator based on Bond, Jaffe, 
Knox (1998, Phys. Rev. D, 57, 2117).
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Bond et al. 1998, PRD, 57, 2117–2137















Cb[1]  δCb[1]  Cb[2]=Cb[1] + δCb[1]  δCb[2]  …  
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CAMB+CosmoMC Modification to Include Dark Energy

• Very efficient tools for model prediction (camb) and parameter estimation 

(cosmomc, getdist).

• Structured modules  easy to modify

• Popularly used by cosmologists  easy to consult

Visit cosmocoffee.info to see questions and answers.

• Frequently and timely updated keeping pace with the recent supernova (SN), 

cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB) and large-scale structure (LSS) 

observations

CosmoMC?

<부록2> Introduction to CAMB+COSMOMC



CAMB (Code for Anisotropies in the Microwave Background)

by Antony Lewis and Anthony Challinor

• Originally based on CMBFAST developed by Seljak and Zaldarriaga

• Homepage: http://camb.info

※CMBFAST itself is based on Boltzmann code written by Bertschinger, Ma and Bode.

• Also supplied as a part of the CosmoMC parameter estimation package.

(1) Install a Fortran 90 (or higher) compiler (e.g., g95, gfortran, or ifort).

(2) Download CAMB.

(3) Unzip and untar the file (tar xfv CAMB.tar.gz). All files will be extracted to a

directory called "CAMB".

(4) Run make to compile. We need to edit the supplied Makefile.

(5) Run camb params.ini, where params.ini is a file of parameter values.

• Compiling and running
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CAMB - Makefile

#CAMB Makefile

#Edit for your compiler
#Note there are many ifc versions, some of which behave oddly

#Intel , -openmp toggles mutli-processor:
#note version 10.0 gives wrong result for lensed when compiled with –openmp
#[fixed in 10.1]
F90C     = ifort
FFLAGS = -openmp -O2 -ip -W0 -WB -fpp2 -vec_report0
#FFLAGS = -O2

#Settings for building camb_fits
#Location of FITSIO and name of library
FITSDIR       = /home/cpac/cpac-tools/lib
FITSLIB       = cfitsio
#Location of HEALPIX for building camb_fits
HEALPIXDIR    = /home/cpac/cpac-tools/healpix

include ./Makefile_main
#include ./Makefile_main_EDE_20130114     # CGP
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CAMB – Makefile_main

#Files containing evolution equations initial power spectrum module
EQUATIONS     = equations
POWERSPECTRUM = power_tilt
REIONIZATION = reionization
RECOMBINATION = recfast

#Module doing non-linear scaling
NONLINEAR     = halofit

#Driver program
DRIVER        = inidriver.F90

CAMBLIB       = libcamb.a

#Shouldn't need to change anything else...

F90FLAGS      = $(FFLAGS)
HEALPIXLD     = -L$(HEALPIXDIR)/lib -lhealpix -L$(FITSDIR) -l$(FITSLIB)
CAMBOBJ       = constants.o utils.o subroutines.o inifile.o $(POWERSPECTRUM).o 
$(RECOMBINATION).o $(REIONIZATION).o modules.o \

bessels.o $(EQUATIONS).o $(NONLINEAR).o lensing.o cmbmain.o camb.o

default: camb
all: camb $(CAMBLIB)
camb: camb $(CAMBLIB)
#[the rest omitted]
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CAMB – params.ini (1)

#Parameters for CAMB

#output_root is prefixed to output file names
output_root = test

#What to do
get_scalar_cls = T
get_vector_cls = F
get_tensor_cls = F
get_transfer = T

#if do_lensing then scalar_output_file contains additional columns of l^4 C_l^{pp}
#and l^3 C_l^{pT}
#where p is the projected potential. Output lensed CMB Cls (without tensors) are
#in lensed_output_file below.
do_lensing = F

# 0: linear, 1: non-linear matter power (HALOFIT), 2: non-linear CMB lensing (HALOFIT)
do_nonlinear = 0

#[continued]
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CAMB – params.ini (2)

#Maximum multipole and k*eta.
#  Note that C_ls near l_max are inaccurate (about 5%), go to 50 more than you need
#  Lensed power spectra are computed to l_max_scalar-250 where accurate at %-level
#  For high accuracy lensed spectra set l_max_scalar = (l you need) + 500
#  To get accurate lensed BB need to have l_max_scalar>2000, k_eta_max_scalar > 10000
#  Otherwise k_eta_max_scalar=2*l_max_scalar usually suffices
l_max_scalar = 2000
k_eta_max_scalar = 4000

#  Tensor settings should be less than or equal to the above
l_max_tensor = 1500
k_eta_max_tensor = 3000

#Main cosmological parameters, neutrino masses are assumed degenerate
# If use_phyical set phyiscal densities in baryone, CDM and neutrinos + Omega_k
use_physical = T
ombh2          = 0.0226
omch2          = 0.112
omnuh2         = 0
omk = 0
hubble = 70
#effective equation of state parameter for dark energy, assumed constant
w              = -1
#constant comoving sound speed of the dark energy (1=quintessence)
cs2_lam        = 1
#[continued]
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CAMB – params.ini (3)

#if use_physical = F set parameters as here
#omega_baryon = 0.0462
#omega_cdm = 0.2538
#omega_lambda = 0.7
#omega_neutrino = 0

#massless_neutrinos is the effective number (for QED + non-instantaneous decoupling) 
temp_cmb = 2.725
helium_fraction = 0.24
massless_neutrinos = 3.04
massive_neutrinos = 0

#Initial power spectrum, amplitude, spectral index and running. Pivot k in Mpc^{-1}.
initial_power_num = 1
pivot_scalar = 0.05
pivot_tensor = 0.05
scalar_amp(1)             = 2.1e-9
scalar_spectral_index(1)  = 0.96
scalar_nrun(1)            = 0
tensor_spectral_index(1)  = 0
#ratio is that of the initial tens/scal power spectrum amplitudes
initial_ratio(1)          = 1
#note vector modes use the scalar settings above

#[continued]
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CAMB – params.ini (4)

#Reionization, ignored unless reionization = T, re_redshift measures where x_e=0.5
reionization = T

re_use_optical_depth = T
re_optical_depth = 0.09

#[omission]

#Transfer function settings, transfer_kmax=0.5 is enough for sigma_8
#transfer_k_per_logint=0 sets sensible non-even sampling;
#transfer_k_per_logint=5 samples fixed spacing in log-k
#transfer_interp_matterpower =T produces matter power in regular interpolated grid
#in log k;
#use transfer_interp_matterpower =F to output calculated values
#(e.g. for later interpolation)
transfer_high_precision = F
transfer_kmax = 2
transfer_k_per_logint = 0
transfer_num_redshifts = 1
transfer_interp_matterpower = T
transfer_redshift(1)    = 0
transfer_filename(1)    = transfer_out.dat
#Matter power spectrum output against k/h in units of h^{-3} Mpc^3
transfer_matterpower(1) = matterpower.dat

#[continued]
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CAMB – params.ini (5)

#Output files not produced if blank. make camb_fits to use use the FITS setting.
scalar_output_file = scalCls.dat
vector_output_file = vecCls.dat
tensor_output_file = tensCls.dat
total_output_file = totCls.dat
lensed_output_file = lensedCls.dat
lensed_total_output_file =lensedtotCls.dat
lens_potential_output_file = lenspotentialCls.dat
FITS_filename = scalCls.fits

#[the rest omitted]
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CAMB – Outputs

• Scalar angular power spectra are saved as output_root_scalCls.dat. 

The columns are l CTT CEE CTE, where CX is l(l +1)Cl /2π. 

• Tensor angular power spectra are saved as output_root_tensCls.dat. 

The columns are l CTT CEE CBB  CTE. 

• Transfer functions are saved as output_root_transfer_out.dat. 

The columns are k/h  δcdm/k2 δb/k
2 δg/k

2 δr/k
2 δnu/k

2 δtot/k
2.

All quantities are in the CDM-comoving gauge (the synchronous gauge 

without gauge modes). Subscripts: cdm (cold dark matter), b (baryon), g

(photon), r (massless neutrinos), nu (massive neutrinos), tot (total).

• Matter power spectra are saved as output_root_matterpower.dat. 

Conventionally normalized matter power spectra for baryons+cdm+massive

neutrinos, in h/Mpc units. 
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CAMB – Source files

• camb.f90

Main wrapper routines for running CAMB in your programs.

CAMB_GetResults generates output from a set of model parameters

(model parameters specified in the CAMBparams type defined at modules.f90).

CAMB_GetAge computes the cosmic age in Gyrs.

CAMB_GetCls retrieves the computed Cls. 

CAMB_GetTransfers accesses the Cl transfer functions.

• cmbmain.f90

The main subroutine that does integrations, etc. 

• constants.f90

defines constants.
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• modules.f90

Various modules used by the other parts of the program. Module

ModelParams contains most of the model parameters.



CAMB – Source files

• equations.f90

contains background and perturbation evolution equations. The perturbed 

variables are in the CDM-comoving gauge.

A module GaugeInterface provides the necessary perturbation calculation 

routines (e.g., GaugeInterface_ScalEv, fderivs, and so on).

The function dtauda(a) gives dτ/da, used wherever the background 

evolution is needed. Here τ is conformal time.

• power_tilt.f90

includes a module InitialPower that returns the initial power spectra. 

• reionization.f90

includes a module Reionization which parameterizes the reionization history. 

• inidriver.f90

reads in parameters from a file of name/value pairs and calls CAMB. 

• subroutines.f90

Various subroutines for interpolation and Runge-Kutta integration. 
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CosmoMC (Cosmological Monte Carlo)

by Antony Lewis and Sarah Bridle (arXiv:astro-ph/0205436)

• A Fortran Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) engine for exploring 

cosmological parameter space. Routines for analyzing MCMC samples 

are included.  

• Homepage: http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc

• Includes CAMB package which calculates theoretical matter and CMB 

power spectra. 

• Runs on machines with single- or multi-processors, and on a cluster.

• By default, a simple Metropolis algorithm is applied, but there are 

diverse options to explore the complicated distribution. The 

information about parameter correlations from a supplied covariance 

matrix can be used as a proposal density.

• cosmomc performs the MCMC and produces .txt chain files.

• getdist analyzes the .txt files to calculate statistics and to provide 1D, 2D, 

3D plots. 
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CosmoMC (Cosmological Monte Carlo)

(1) Download CosmoMC from http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc/submit.html

• Downloading and compiling

(2) Install CFITSIO package and WMAP7 data.

http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/software/fitsio/fitsio.html

http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/map/current/likelihood_get.cfm

For WMAP data, save it to separate directory, edit WMAP_7yr_options.F90

to include the full path (default, data/), and make and run a test program.

(3) In the source/ directory, edit Makefile to specify options (ETXDATA, F90C,

FFLAGS, LAPACKL) and paths (WMAP, cfitsio, GSLPATH).

(4) Run make all in the source directory.

For SDSS DR7 LRG, set EXTDATA=LRG and install Gnu Scientific Library (GSL)

Also need LAPACK and BLAS for matrix manipulation.
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CosmoMC (Cosmological Monte Carlo)

(1) Edit params.ini file (self-explanatory)

• Running

The file_root entry gives the root name for all files produced.

(2) Run the program to get individual chains.

cosmomc params.ini

cosmomc params.ini 1

The MCMC chains are recorded in file_root.txt.

The separate chains can be generated by running the program with

cosmomc params.ini 2

Output MCMC samples are file_root_1.txt and file_root_2.txt.

(3) MPI Run on a cluster to get a number of chains.

Edit Makefile to run with MPI (compile with –DMPI)

mpirun –np 4 cosmomc params.ini

Output files are produced with ‗_1‘~‗_4‘ appended.
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CosmoMC – Input parameters (in params.ini)

The input file params.ini contains the name-value pairs key = value.

#Sample parameters for cosmomc in default parameterization

#Root name for files produced
file_root = chains/test

#action = 0:  MCMC, action=1: postprocess .data file, action=2: find best fit point only
action = 0

#Maximum number of chain steps
samples = 200000

#Feedback level ( 2=lots,1=chatty,0=none)
feedback = 1

#Temperature at which to Monte-Carlo
temperature = 1

#filenames for CMB datasets and SZ templates (added to C_l times parameter(13))
#Note you may need to change lmax in cmbtypes.f90 to use small scales (e.g. lmax=2100)
cmb_numdatasets = 1
cmb_dataset1 = WMAP
cmb_dataset_SZ1 = data/WMAP_SZ_VBand.dat
cmb_dataset_SZ_scale1 = 1

#[continued]
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CosmoMC – Input parameters (in params.ini)

#parameter start center, min, max, start width, st. dev. estimate
param[omegabh2] = 0.0223 0.005 0.1 0.001 0.001
param[omegadmh2] = 0.105 0.01 0.99 0.01 0.01
param[theta] = 1.04 0.5 10 0.002 0.002
param[tau] = 0.09 0.01 0.8 0.03 0.03

param[omegak] = 0 0 0 0 0
param[fnu] = 0 0 0 0 0
param[w] = -1 -1 -1 0 0

param[ns] = 0.95 0.5 1.5 0.02 0.01
param[nt] = 0 0 0 0 0
param[nrun] = 0 0 0 0 0

#log[10^10 A_s]
param[logA] = 3 2.7 4 0.01 0.01
param[r] = 0 0 0 0 0
#SZ amplitude, as in WMAP analysis
param[asz]= 1 0 2 0.4 0.4

• Parameter limits

param[paramname] = center min max start_width propose_width

The start_width entry determines the randomly chosen dispersion of the starting 

position about the given center. Chains are restricted to stay within the bounds 

determined by min and max.
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CosmoMC – Input parameters (in params.ini)

#Can use covariance matrix for proposal density, otherwise use settings below
#Covariance matrix can be produced using "getdist" program.
propose_matrix = params_CMB.covmat
#propose_matrix = 

#If propose_matrix is blank (first run), can try to use numerical Hessian to 
#estimate a good propose matrix. As a byproduct you also get an approx best fit point
estimate_propose_matrix = F

#Scale of proposal relative to covariance; 2.4 is recommended by astro-ph/0405462
#for Gaussians. If propose_matrix is much broader than the new distribution,
#make proportionately smaller.
#Generally make smaller if your acceptance rate is too low.
propose_scale = 2.4

• Proposal density

The sampler proposes changes in parameters using a proposal density function with 

a width determined by propose_width (multiplied by the value of the global 

propose_scale parameter).

If you specify a propose_matrix (approximate covariance matrix for the parameters), 

the parameter distribution widths are determined from its eigenvalues instead, and 

the proposal density changes the parameter eigenvectors. The covariance matrix can 

be computed using "getdist" once you have done one run - the file_root.covmat

file. 
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CosmoMC – Input parameters (in params.ini)

• Sampling method

Set sampling_method=1 to use the default Metropolis algorithm.

Other options are slice sampling (2), slice sampling fast parameters (3), and 

directional gridding (4).

• Best-fit point

Set action =2 to just calculate the best-fit point and stop.

• Threads

The num_threads parameter will determine the number of openMP threads (in MPI 

runs, usually set to the number of CPUs on each node). Scaling is linear up to about 8 

processors on most systems, then falls off slowly. It is probably best to run several 

chains on 8 or fewer processors. 

#If zero set automatically
num_threads = 0
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CosmoMC – Output files

• file_root.txt lists each accepted set of parameters.

The first column gives the number of iterations staying at that parameter set 

(more generally, the sample weight), and the second the likelihood.

The others are values of parameters. 

(1) Weight  (2) Likelihood  (3) omegabh2 (4) omegadmh2 (5) H0 (6) tau ………..

• file_root.paramnames lists the names and labels of the parameters 

corresponding to the column 3 (to all) of the output chain files.

By default, just a copy of the params_CMB.paramnames file

omegabh2       \Omega_b h^2
omegadmh2      \Omega_{DM} h^2
H0             H0
tau            \tau
omegak \Omega_K
fnu f_\nu
w              w
#[continued]

• file_root.log lists some information related to the MCMC performance.
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CosmoMC – Analyzing samples and plotting

The getdist program analyzes the MCMC text file produced by cosmomc.

Run getdist distparams.ini

to process the chains specified in the parameter input file distparams.ini

(self-explanatory). The command also produces the covariance matrix 

between parameters. See more details in the CosmoMC homepage.

• Plotting

• Analysis

(1) Supermongo 1D plots

(2) Matlab plots

See more details in the CosmoMC homepage.
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CosmoMC – Convergence diagnostics

The code computes the Gelman and Rubin "variance of chain 

means"/"mean of chain variances" R statistic for each parameter using the 

second half of each chain

• The getdist program will output convergence diagnostics.

This "R-1" statistic is also used for the stopping criterion when generating 

chains with MPI. 

If the numbers are much less than one then the second half of each chain 

probably provides an accurate estimate of the means and variances.

Typically you want the value to be less than 0.2.

#MPI mode multi-chain options (recommended)
#MPI_Converge_Stop is a (variance of chain means)/(mean of variances) parameter 
that can be used to stop the chains
#Set to a negative number not to use this feature. Does not guarantee good 
accuracy of confidence limits.
MPI_Converge_Stop = 0.03
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CosmoMC – Parameterizations

(13) asz - ASZ, an SZ template normalization

The default parameters (which get implicit flat priors) are

(1) omegabh2 - the physical baryon density Ωbh
2

(2) omegadmh2 - the physical dark matter density (dark matter + neutrinos)

(3) theta - 100x(the ratio of the [approx] sound horizon to the angular diameter distance)

(4) tau - the reionization optical depth

(5) omegak - omega_K

(6) fnu - the fraction of the dark matter energy in the form of massive neutrinos

(7) w - the (assumed constant) equation of state of the dark energy

(8) ns - the scale spectral index

(9) nt - the tensor spectral index

(10) nrun - the running of the scalar spectral index

(11) logA - ln[1010 A_s] where A_s is the primordial superhorizon power in the 

curvature perturbation on 0.05/Mpc scales (i.e. this is an amplitude parameter)

(12) r - the ratio A_t/A_s, where A_t is the primordial power of tensor-type perturbations.

(taken to be quintessence)
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CosmoMC – Derived parameters

(1) H0 - Hubble constant (km/s/Mpc)

(2) omegal - dark energy density parameter ΩΛ

(3) age - cosmic age (Gyrs)

(4) omegam - matter density parameter Ωm

(5) sigma8 - mass fluctuation at 8 Mpc/h scale 

(6) zrei - reionization redshift

(7) r10 - the ratio of the tensor to scalar Cl at l=10.

The parameter names and labels used in the default parameterization are 

listed in the supplied params_CMB.paramnames file.

Using theta rather than H0 is more efficient as it is much less correlated 

with other parameters.

Hard coded priors:

40<H0<100, -0.3<omegak<0.3, 10 Gyrs<age<20Gyrs
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CosmoMC – Programming

• params_CMB.f90

• cmbtypes.f90

• settings.f90

defines what the input variables mean. Change this to use different variables. 

Edit SetForH, ParamsToCMBParams, CMBParamsToParams, SetParamNames, 

Writeparams, WriteParamsAndDat.

We may need to change l_max, num_cls (number of temp. and pol. Cls to compute 

and store). Edit Type CMBParams to add additional parameters.

defines the number of parameters and their types. Need to change this if you use 

more parameters. Edit num_hard=7 variable to num_hard=7+N, where N is the 

number of additional parameters.

• calclike.f90

calculates the likelihood by comparing model prediction with observational data. 

• driver.F90

Main program that reads in parameters and calls MCMC. Add additional options 

like iDE_option=Ini_Read_Int(‘iDE_option’,0) if necessary. 
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